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Executive Summary
Following the referendum outcome of June 2016, and in agreement with Article 50 (3) of the
Treaty on the European Union (TEU), the UK is set to leave the EU in March of 2019.
International trade negotiations, formerly under EU competence, will be shifted back to the
national level. It is now in the Government’s interest to include the demands of relevant
business stakeholders, such that the future UK trade strategy captures the needs and
expectations of the British economic landscape. Businesses are of particular interest as they,
either exporters or importers, will be directly impacted by any trade deal that is agreed upon
between the UK and the EU (Ward and Webb, 2017). Moreover, some of them were arguably
the most vocal actors against leaving the EU during the ‘Brexit’ campaign: creating trusting
relationships through efficient Stakeholder Engagement (SE) is therefore of prime political
interest to the Government.
The purpose of this report is to investigate what SE means and examine the extent of its
application in the UK. Building on an in-depth UK institutional analysis as well as an
assessment

of

engagement

mechanisms

in

other

countries,

we provide policy

recommendations that intent to foster better representation of businesses in future trade
negotiations. We argue that the British Government should reform and develop its
engagement strategy, especially with regards to formal interactions with businesses, and
transparency measures. We specifically call for the creation of an expertise-driven “Trade
Strategy Advisory Group” to create reiterative relationships throughout the entire policy
cycle. The “room-next-door” mechanism, as instituted by Chile and Mexico, is also of high
policy interest. Furthermore, we suggest the creation of an independent body, in the form of
an Ombudsman, to ensure transparency and legitimacy through bottom-up interactions
between citizens and the Government. Other policy recommendations touch on transparency;
the use of ICTs; and parliamentary scrutiny.
Sections 2 and 3 provide the theoretical underpinnings behind State-Society relations, and the
role SE mechanisms play. We make sense of different definitions of SE, and deep-dive into
dimensions and variables that may explain what effective and legitimate engagement
mechanisms entail. This report subsequently defines SE mechanisms as “processes [that]
involve stakeholders in defining, implementing, evaluating and reforming Government trade

VII

policies. Such mechanisms […] in turn allow government agencies to tap into stakeholder
expertise, experience and knowledge in transparent ways”.
Section 4 builds on the literature review to make sense of engagement practices that the UK
Government and Parliament undertake. We integrate a large number of interviews with
academics, NGOs, practitioners and public officials to capture an exhaustive picture of
business-Government relations; what the shortfalls are; and what solutions exist.
Section 5 pushes the reflection further and analyses other countries’ practices with regards to
Government-business relationships. We run an assessment of what works, what failed and
what has been tried in Chile, the EU, Mexico, South Korea and the US. We shine a light on
advantages and limitations; trade-offs and the extent to which mechanisms can be replicated
in, or adapted to, the UK context.
Finally, section 6 brings the literature review, the UK institutional analysis, and the
international case study assessment together to form six policy recommendations that both
the Government and trade associations could adopt for more transparent, accountable and
effective negotiations. These are:
1. Formal grounding of SE delegated to the DIT;
2. The set-up of a formal and flexible committee structure: The “Trade Strategy
Advisory Board”;
3. The enhancement of civil society dialogues in par with EU practices;
4. The structured use of online consultations;
5. The adaptation of Mexico and Chile’s “room-next-door” mechanism to the UK
context;
6. The reinforcement of transparency mechanisms through the publication of evidencebased and easily understandable reports by both Government and trade associations.
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1. Introduction
Following the referendum outcome in June 2016, and in agreement with Article 50 (3)
of the Treaty on the European Union (TEU), the UK is set to leave the EU in March
2019 at the earliest. International trade negotiations, formerly under EU competence,
will be shifted back to the national level. It is now the responsibility of the British
Government to draft a trade strategy that represents the needs and demands of civil
society groups and that of businesses, most of which have been vocal against leaving
the EU during the ‘Brexit’ campaign.
This report aims to make sense of Stakeholder Engagement (SE) processes in both
theory and practice. It seeks to understand how Government-business relations work in
the UK, and assesses engagement mechanisms in a number of other countries. More
broadly, it answers questions such as: how can firms of all sizes be represented most
effectively? How can a trade association feed its members’ demands into trade
negotiations? Consequentially, which trade policy-making procedures and institutions
ensure effective and legitimate representation of business interests? The report provides
six policy recommendations that can enable more efficient engagement procedures
between businesses and Government through formal mechanisms, transparency
measures, use of ICTs, and greater parliamentary scrutiny.
Following a theoretical overview on State-Society relations and an analysis of the
different variables that may impact engagement between both entities, we choose to
define effective and legitimate stakeholder engagement as processes [that] involve
stakeholders in defining, implementing, evaluating and reforming Government trade
policies. Such mechanisms […] in turn allow government agencies to tap into
stakeholder expertise, experience and knowledge in transparent ways. This enables us
to understand the successes and failures of engagement mechanisms in the UK through
an in-depth institutional research, complemented by interviews with academics, relevant
NGOs, practitioners and public officials.
We take the reflection one step further as we analyse the engagement practices of other
countries, namely Chile, the EU, Mexico, South Korea and the US. We seek to
1

understand how these mechanisms work; whether they are efficient; where their
shortfalls lie; and the extent to which they can be adapted to the UK context.
Finally, we bring the literature review, the UK institutional analysis, and the
international case study assessment together to form six policy recommendations that
both the UK Government and trade associations could adopt for more transparent,
accountable and effective negotiations. These range from Open Government and the use
of ICTs to more formal (statutory) mechanisms as well as greater transparency.

2

2. Literature review
2.1. The broader context: State-Society relations
2.1.1. State-Society relationships: what are they?
SE processes fall into the large academic realm of State-Society relations, and structure
the representation of group interest through means other than elections. The body of
literature on these relations, at the verge of both comparative political economy and
business studies, is vast and only a few relevant points will be raised here.
We understand the term ‘state’ as a democratic capitalist state, where markets are
embedded in the structure of laws and rules (Coen et al., 2011). Within each state, the
extent and nature of government intervention has varied over time given political and
economic imperatives. Hall and Soskice’s “Varieties of Capitalism” (2001) make sense
of such changes and imperatives to better grasp business-Government relations across
different types of capitalism and thus varying requirements for SE. Such an approach is
useful in explaining how comparative political economies have shaped state-business
relationships, and therefore resulted in, or prevented, the engagement of actors and
access to information.
2.1.2. ‘Varieties of Capitalism’, LMEs and CMEs
Hall and Soskice (2001) start their analysis at the firm level, viewing it as a “crucial
actor in [the] capitalist economy” and assuming its accordance to rational choice theory
(Scharpf, 1997). The firm is viewed as inherently relational and the channels through
which it establishes internal and external relationships with other firms are thus crucial
elements of State-business relationships.
The authors claim that the ease with which coordination problems between firms are
addressed and strategic interactions understood are shaped by national political
economies. In turn, they categorise states broadly into Liberal Market Economies
(LME) and Coordinated Market Economies (CME). Within LMEs, firms coordinate
their activities primarily through competitive markets and via hierarchies (Williamson,
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1985); in CMEs, firms rely more heavily on non-market institutional relationships
between stakeholders and Government.
LMEs are found primarily in Anglo-Saxon countries such as the UK, the US, Australia
and New Zealand. Business networks may find it harder to emerge in LMEs due to high
competition levels between firms and lack of institutionalised dialogue. The prevalence
of high transaction cost may likewise inhibit coordination (Williamson, 1975; 1985).
The UK can be characterized as an LME, illustrated by the greater fragmentation and
less integration of interest group systems (Eising, 2009).
CMEs tend to be found in continental European countries such as Germany, France,
Austria and the Netherlands. They are characterised by strong institutional business
organisations that benefit from historical ties with the Executive. In Germany for
example, the corporatist system poses the main channel of business interest
representation (Eising, 2009), providing a monopoly to institutionalised ‘social partner’
organisations representing business and labour. These participate in close ‘tripartite’meetings with the government – agreements made here can even substitute legislation.
While this process is considered to reflect social consensus, it creates high barriers of
entry for non-institutionalised business interests (Hix and Høyland, 2011).
While CMEs naturally provide corporatist platforms for collecting key stakeholder
perspectives, the UK’s economic and political architectures provide for very little
institutionalised dialogue. Considering the uncertainties surrounding Brexit, the UK’s
political economy landscape provides a strong argument for the development of SE
processes to facilitate closer dialogue between firms and state-business.
2.2. SE Processes and Collective Action Dilemma
It is also fundamental to consider interest organisation under the lense of collective
action. This enables us to understand information exchange dynamics between business,
the emergence of interest groups; and strategic behaviours with Government
counterparts.

4

2.2.1. Collective Action Dilemma
Mancur Olson’s “The Logic of Collective Action” (1965) challenges the assumption
that groups act collectively when it is mutually beneficial, so that unified businesses
centralise and structure coherent demands to Government. Theory suggests that no selfinterested rational individual in a group would contribute to the production of a public
good, stating that “unless the number of individuals in a group is quite small, or unless
there is coercion or some other special device to make individuals act in their common
interest rational, self-interested individuals will not act to achieve their common or
group interests”. This thesis has been known as the ‘zero-contribution’ thesis (Ostrom,
2000). Pushing this thought further, individuals will have incentives to free-ride when
benefits can be reaped at zero cost (Olson, 1965).
Relative private costs and benefits will be determined by both group size and interests.
Indeed, Olson argues that the group’s ability to overcome collective action dilemma is
contingent upon its size, and suggests a division between small, intermediate and large
groups. Small groups are assumed to achieve formal organisation, as private benefits
will exceed private costs. There is greater visibility over individual contributions, and
free-riding is prevented. Large groups tend to remain unorganised as they lack
sophisticated formal organisation and individual contributions are relatively
undetectable. Intermediate groups are defined as ones where no individual member has
sufficient private interests to advance these, yet monitoring and enforcement costs
remain relatively low. In line with this, conventional literature holds that cooperation is
less likely and stable as the number of actors increases, or the more difficult
communication is. Interest representation may be concentrated to a few, well-organised
groups with sufficient incentives to do so. As such, it follows that individual business
groups that collectively hold the same interests will not always achieve unified action.
2.2.2. Collective Action and ‘Varieties of Capitalism’
Collective action dilemmas are confirmed throughout empirical research on pluralism
and corporatism (Hansen and Drope, 2004; Drope and Hansen, 2006); business unity is
likely to be sustained in smaller countries with a small number of actors (Goldthrope
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1984, Hall and Soskice, 2001) compared to larger countries with more firms (Vogel,
1989).
It follows that substantial business networks and interest groups may not emerge in the
absence of institutional and procedural rules that facilitate collective action. In
accordance with Hall and Soskice (2001), collective action problems will extensively
prevail in LMEs, where competitive markets further prevent the establishment of trust
and institutionalisation of relationships. This calls for efforts to understand why some
concentrated groups manage to organise and actively represent their interests, when
others fail.
Lack of effective interest representation may bias outcomes towards well-organised
groups, and yield non-representative informational exchanges between the State and
businesses. In a fragmented and pluralist business landscape, one most closely considers
Olson’s analysis of firm interaction and organisation in designing effective SE,
particularly about inclusion and selection of stakeholders for engagement. The theory
thus implies that only highly concentrated interests will have the capacity to engage in
negotiations in LMEs, potentially creating risks of interest group capture.
2.3. Defining Stakeholder Engagement
To date, literature has provided no definitive or widely adopted definition of SE.
Current discussions vary greatly in the detail and context of this concept’s definitions.
The broadest definition can be found in Eden and Ackermann (1998): “people or small
groups with the power to respond to, negotiate with, and change the strategic future of
the organisation”. While it is not clear whether such negotiations must be structured or
statutory, it leaves to the imagination what forms this ‘power’ can take in practice.
The OECD’s guidance on Regulatory Governance (2016) provides an encompassing
definition, holding that “Stakeholder engagement is usually defined as the practice of
involving members of the public in the process of policy-making in contrast to the
traditional delegated model of government in which elected representatives, assisted by
appointed experts, are left alone to make policy”. The concept of ‘organisation’
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presented by Eden and Akerman is changed for the looser ‘policy-making’ term. This
reinforces the idea that all (i.e., the public at large) can participate in the policy process.
This definition is tightly linked to the OECD’s different typologies of SE examining
when and how members are involved, and whom they are involved with. Their
classification depends on the range of participants, flows of information, and the stage
of the policy-making process. The OECD holds that SE increases the information
available to regulators by providing access to expertise and specialised knowledge
(OECD, 2016). This ties in nicely with the definition of the Australian Government’s
Cabinet Implementation Unit (2013), which sees SE as “engaging effectively with
stakeholders and involving them in the design and delivery [such that] governments
agencies [can] tap into stakeholder expertise, experience and knowledge”.
Notwithstanding their differences and overlaps, all definitions to date imply SE to be a
crucial part of the policy-making process in which one can address informational
constraints, include civil society in governance, and create a system of participatory
democracy.
2.4. SE in the realm of trade negotiations
So far, we identified why interest groups may fail to coordinate, such that structured
mechanisms to ensure effective business representation may be necessary. This second
part identifies empirical findings from the literature regarding how and when to involve
stakeholders, whom to involve and how to select stakeholders. Relevant dimensions and
variables considered arguably make sense of effective stakeholder engagement
mechanisms. These variables will constitute elements of the analytical framework and
will be built upon for policy recommendations.
The relevant dimensions draw, among other sources, from the principles and guidelines
in the 2012 OECD Recommendation of the Council on Regulatory Policy and
Governance and the 2017 OECD draft for Best Practice Principles on Stakeholder
Engagement in Regulatory Policy. These documents provide us with useful tools to
construct our own dimensions of interest, such that we have a clear systematic
framework to investigate SE effectiveness and legitimacy. Our dimensions are:
7

a.

Structure of Engagement;

b.

Timing of Engagement over the Policy Process;

c.

Openness of Government and Transparency;

d.

Levels of Parliamentary Scrutiny.

2.4.1. Structure of Engagement
The literature on SE in trade negotiations largely emphasises the importance of formal
mechanisms to accommodate the interests of various economic actors. Hoekman (2015)
strongly insists that formal SE mechanisms in the realm of trade negotiations act as
‘knowledge platforms’, which ensure sustained and up-to-date information on business
stances and thus require stronger institutional foundations. Since trade negotiations are
grounded in strategic interactions, such platforms can play an important role in terms of
establishing long-term and stable negotiation strategies.
SE mechanisms vary in the extent to which they involve exchanges between policymakers and stakeholders, from highly informal ad hoc discussions to formalised
informational feedback loops. A practical formalisation of the concept of engagement is
provided by Alemanno (2015). His model, depicting levels of information exchange,
describes different levels of involvement as an alternative to transferring decisionmaking power to stakeholders. He identifies three components of engagement, as
illustrated by figure A.

Figure A: Scope and form of Stakeholder engagement (Alemanno,
2015)

The one-way process is characterised by the public communication component – solely
informing the public while not expecting or arranging for its active involvement. The
8

public consultation component is characterised by a two-way flow of information
initiated by the government – the input received is meant to represent public opinion.
The public participation component goes beyond the exchange of information –
creating a partnership of government and citizens.
A working relationship will require agents to react upon the information received from
citizens, and show the extent to which decision-making is affected by interest groups
and citizens. We refer to this dynamic relationship as a feedback loop.
Inclusion of relevant interest groups throughout the policy cycle is a key aspect of SE
mechanism design (OECD, 2009). Alemanno (2015) defines inclusion as not only the
creation of equal opportunities for all citizens to access information, but also the right to
participate and to be consulted.
The structure of engagement shall be designed to overcome Olson´s (1965) Logic of
Collective Action, confirmed by scholars evaluating SE in practice: Dür and de Bièvre
(2007), for instance, observe that diffuse interests in the European Union are unable to
influence outcomes as much as concentrated interests’ due to a lack of resources. In the
UK, small, well-organised industrial and finance associations may have fewer problems
in overcoming collective action problems and actively participate in consultations. SE
mechanisms should hence allow relevant interest groups to access consultations.
According to Dür and de Bièvre (2007), the level of inclusion may vary from an
‘adaptive club model’ including solely business representatives to a ‘multi-stakeholder
model’ involving business groups and NGOs. The OECD particularly insists on
granting access to often-unrepresented parties whenever necessary. It acknowledges that
new entrants, SMEs or foreign stakeholders may be at a disadvantage in informal
consultations (OECD, 2017).
2.4.2. Timing of engagement over the policy process
While the policy cycle for trade policy provides an interesting frame for the efficient
engagement of stakeholders, it has been formalised in different ways throughout the
literature. Understanding the different stages of trade policy-making is a first step when
evaluating when and how stakeholders shall be involved. The OECD’s “Strengthening
9

Trade Capacity for Development” (2001) provide a policy cycle model consisting of
four stages:
1. Formation of trade policy (Ex ante consultations);
2. Preparation of negotiating positions and the negotiations;
3. Responsibility for implementation;
4. Monitoring and evaluation (Ex post evaluation).
In the first stage of the process, inclusion of the private sector and civil society is
crucial. Governments must be able to collect and analyse information from a wide range
of actors to understand economic imperatives and challenges faced by individual
sectors. Recent literature on SE in regulatory policy considers initiative and agenda
setting as important elements of this early stage of the cycle (Alemanno, 2015).
Secondly, the preparation of the negotiating position requires an inclusive approach for
legitimacy purposes – the government must be aware of interests, concerns and
capabilities of domestic stakeholders to negotiate a satisfactory agreement that
prioritises interests and considers stakeholder objectives (OECD, 2001). This may come
at the cost of negotiation discretion, as suggested in the literature (see Lester, 2015).
Indeed, the dissemination of negotiated discussions in the wider public may create
tensions and lead to unwanted, Pareto-inferior outcomes.
Thirdly, the policy implementation stage will require departments to work together and
consider stakeholders’ advice and needs as presented during ex-ante consultations. The
organisational responsibility lies directly in the hands of affected governmental
departments – the wider academic literature provides no space for SE at this stage.
Lastly, monitoring and evaluation processes should be iterative and continuous, and
require inputs from governmental departments, the private sector and civil society. An
increasing number of OECD countries acknowledge the importance of ex-post
evaluation to ensure high quality regulation and legislation. In addition, the OECD
(2017) recommends ongoing evaluation of SE mechanisms; there is no one-size-fits-all
approach. Depending on context, a variety of tools may be applied.
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In line with the described cycle, stakeholders should actively be involved throughout the
cycle, especially ex-ante and ex-post. This seems particularly valid for the UK as it
creates its trade policy from scratch and thus requires technical stakeholder input to
determine which negotiations shall be prioritised and how future trade negotiations
ought to be conducted.
2.4.3. Openness of Government and transparency
The 2012 OECD Council Recommendation on Regulatory Policy and Governance
specifies in its principle no. 2 that Governments should “adhere to principles of open
Government, including transparency and participation in the regulatory process to
ensure that regulation serves the public interest and is informed by the legitimate needs
of those interested in and affected by regulation. This includes providing meaningful
opportunities (including online) for the public to contribute throughout the policy cycle.
Governments should ensure that regulations are comprehensible and clear and that
parties can easily understand their rights and obligations” (p.8). The OECD defines
openness as “providing citizens with information and making the policy process
accessible, comprehensible and responsive.” (2009, p.13). OECD recommendations
include the establishment of a clear policy identifying how open and balanced SE will
be conducted, the use of impact assessments involving stakeholders and accessibility of
information to the public.
Open Government as a theme for State-Society exchanges has been further defined by
the academic literature, i.e., by Wirtz and Birkmeyer (2015) as a “multilateral, political,
and social process, which includes transparent, collaborative, and participatory action
by government and administration”(p.383). Transparency is thus inherent to any
collaborative and participatory mechanism.
Literature on trade negotiations tends to indicate that transparency levels will differ
depending on the topic at hand, and the negotiation stage of interest. As Lester (2015)
points out, transparency levels should be evaluated depending on the stage of the trade
negotiation process which he, for that purpose, breaks into three: development of a
government negotiating position; the negotiations; and domestic ratification. High
levels of transparency at the earliest stage and after completion of negotiations should
11

be emphasised, but due to leveraged concerns during negotiations, more secrecy should
be maintained in the middle of the process. “Transparency is not always benign,
especially if it mobilises particular interests against the general interest. The
transparency that modern governance demands undermines the privacy essential for
negotiations” (Collins and Wolfes, 2010, p.553). As pointed out by the OECD (2001) in
its description of the policy cycle, the negotiation phase may be constituted by SE to a
far lesser extent than the other stages, allowing for more discretion.
A trade-off exists between transparency and secrecy. As Limenta (2012) argues, secrecy
is linked to trust levels negotiating partners have with one another, whereby minimum
confidentiality is crucial “to maintain mutual trust and confidence among negotiating
parties during the negotiation process [and] governments often sign a confidentiality
agreement.” Therefore, closed-door negotiations are regularly perceived as fruitful in
enabling negotiators to speak. Open-door negotiations, instead, allow for more
democratic processes in which constituents may intervene. However, they may come at
the cost of efficient bargaining power (Samuelson and Perry, 1994). At the ratification
stage, governments should be fully transparent on their assessment of the merits and
limitations of achieved outcomes (Lester, 2015).
The view that transparency conflicts with efficiency, creating a need for secrecy is
challenged by EU scholar Leino (2017). Recognizing the tension between public
participation and efficient policy-making, he questions the rather generalised argument
that secrecy leads to better outcomes. Leino argues that the principle of transparency
should generally be applied, independent of whether a negotiation concerns a
legislative/ non-legislative process or relates to internal or external affairs. In his view,
categorical solutions to the question of secrecy are out-dated; issues are blurry by
nature, e.g. trade agreements may be considered external but often require the
adjustment of internal regulation. This view coincides with the OECD’s 2016
recommendations on engagement processes stating that sufficient levels of
transparency, predictability and uniformity must be provided by governments.
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2.4.4. Levels of parliamentary scrutiny
While Governments conduct trade policy and are thus responsible for SE processes, the
available literature encourages an analysis of Parliaments as complementary access
points for stakeholders. Parliaments are democratically-elected bodies determining
legislation at the domestic level, and their ratification is typically required for the
implementation of trade agreements, providing democratic legitimacy (Pahre, 1997).
The quintessence of Putnam’s “Two-level game” (1988), which describes the
interaction between international and domestic politics in trade negotiations, is that
domestic parliaments can impact the outcome of trade negotiations because their
approval is required, creating a potential access point for stakeholders. Binderkratz,
Christiansen and Pedersen (2015) argue that the existence of several political arenas, i.e.
bureaucracy, the media and the parliament, provide varying opportunities for interests to
be heard. Evaluating interest representation, Bindekratz et al. (2015) confirm the
resource-based view also promoted by Dür and de Bièvre (2007), observing a more
effective representation of business interests in all arenas, most prevalent in
bureaucracy. Such access however comes with participation costs that not all interest
groups can afford. They coin the term privileged pluralism to describe the preferred
access of resource-rich interest groups in arenas that principally offer access to a wide
range of interests.
2.5. Literature review conclusion
The analysis of the existing literature on State-Society relations provides well-grounded
motivations for structured SE in trade negotiations. The UK, being a large and highly
fragmented LME, is likely to fall into the category of countries lacking institutionalised
dialogue – a thought that will be further investigated in Chapter 5 of this report. Our
literature review also provides a theoretical foundation for dimensions that explain
effective and legitimate engagement mechanisms, and thus must be considered in the
design of future mechanisms, as our analytical framework will explicitly capture. This
framework then gears our analysis of the UK landscape, the cross-country comparative
assessment and the deduction of policy recommendations for SE mechanisms in the
realm of future UK trade policy.
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3. Analytical Framework and Research Methodology
3.1. Analytical Framework
The overarching research question, as laid out in the British Chambers of Commerce’s
Terms of Reference (see Appendix 1) is: Which trade policy-making procedures and
institutions ensure effective and legitimate representation of business interests? It
follows that a definition of effective and legitimate business representation mechanisms
must be developed along with several determinants (independent variables) that can
allow for systematic analysis of such mechanisms.
Complexity lies in defining the key terms effective and legitimate. Considering the
structure of our literature review, and our analysis of engagement processes through the
policy cycle, we build on the Australian Government’s Cabinet Implementation Unit
(2013) work and argue that effective and legitimate stakeholder engagement processes
will involve stakeholders in defining, implementing, evaluating and reforming
Government trade policies. Such mechanisms will in turn allow government agencies to
tap into stakeholder expertise, experience and knowledge in transparent ways.
We understand that transparency is key for legitimacy – information is required for
overall acceptance and processes that can be scrutinised to certain extents by business
representatives and civil society at large. Furthermore, mechanisms must be reiterative,
such that relevant stakeholders must be integrated at all stages of the policy cycle. In
light of their expertise and concerns, different stakeholders may intervene at different
stages of the policy cycle, such that the question of access and effective representation
to negotiations needs to be borne in mind. However, literature also suggests that both
access and transparency shall at times be limited, preventing state capture by certain
interests and granting leeway for negotiators to strike beneficial compromises in the
negotiation room.
Feasibility, effectiveness and legitimacy of SE mechanisms are contingent upon the
institutional structure of each country: there is no standard quantifiable rating system
that controls for country differences. However, we believe that they can be
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systematically analysed through several factors, or independent variables, that are
presented in the next section.
The literature review identifies four overarching SE dimensions, namely:
-

Structure of engagement;

-

Timing of engagement over the policy process;

-

Openness of Government and transparency;

-

Levels of parliamentary scrutiny.

For each of these dimensions, we introduce a few specific variables that are relevant in
explaining strengths and limitations of engagement mechanisms. They are captured
below, as well as in figure B.
3.1.1. Structure of engagement
-

Formal vs informal mechanisms: Striking the right balance between systematic,
reiterative and institutionalised mechanisms involving all relevant stakeholders,
and informal discussions based on personal relationships.

-

Flexibility vs rigidity: Statutory specifications may not allow for the
organisational leeway that some engagement mechanisms require. Again, a
balance must be found between compulsory and discretionary measures.
3.1.2. Timing of engagement over the policy process:

-

Consultations at all negotiation stages: The breakdown of the trade policy cycle
from Chapter 2 is aligned with the focus on stakeholders, consisting of three
stages: (i) Ex ante – before negotiations start (Formation of trade policy and
preparation of negotiation position); (ii) during negotiations and (iii) Ex post
evaluation. The more stages include stakeholder consultation, the more efficient
we argue the final policy outcome will be.

-

Feedback loops: The recognition that engagement procedures are more than a
two-way exchange between businesses and Government, a partnership building
on trust, legitimancy and repetitive and sustained participation by all relevant
actors.
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3.1.3. Openness of Government and transparency
-

Production of evidence/reports by government agencies at different stages of the
policy cycle: Governments have the responsibility to produce in-depth, updated
information about the current state of negotiations and the ways forward.
Businesses can in turn tailor their demands and needs considering specific policy
cycle stages, and integrate previous decisions taken by policy-makers in their
strategy.

-

Use of information and communication technologies (ICTs): The use of the
internet and new technologies has led to a drastic reduction in information costs,
making up-to-date information accessible to all stakeholders in real time.
Extents to which governments promote the use of ICTs is a good indication of
their willingness to engage in inclusive, transparent and ultimately accountable
policy development (see OECD, 2016).

-

Independent bodies to ensure transparency: The existence of independent third
parties could address potential concerns about the bias of the policy outcomes,
and ensure effective and inclusive engagement of civil society at large.
3.1.4. Levels of Parliamentary Scrutiny

-

Involvement of Parliament over all negotiation stages: To what extent is
Parliament involved from start to finish on issues pertaining to trade policy?
What use is made of Committees, public hearings and report publications?
Given that statutory powers only apply at ratification stage, how can Parliament
get involved prior to the vote.
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Figure B: Effective and legitimate SE - Dimensions and Variables
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3.2. Research Methodology
Our methodology follows an in-depth comparative analysis of SE mechanisms in the
UK, followed by a comparative assessment of SE processes in Chile, the EU, Mexico,
South Korea and the US. Our data is qualitative and stems from both interviews run by
the authors and a documentation analysis of academic work and legislative outcomes.
Interviews are there to reach an in-depth understanding of the reality of SE in the UK,
as well as decipher ways forward for more successful mechanisms.
3.2.1. Interviews
Interviewees are found through two different means. Our first technique is that of
purposive sampling, which is non-random, within the population of interest. Because
SE is by nature multi-party, we took advantage of our client’s database and connections
to reach out to:
1. Academics
2. NGOs and think-tanks
3. Practitioners
4. Public and international organisation officials
The second technique is that of snowballing, whereby other relevant actors are
recommended to the authors by interviewees. All interviews remain confidential, and a
consent form was signed by each interviewee. The sample is not representative of the
entire population of interest.
3.2.2. Case Studies
The literature review revealed key differences in state-society relations in coordinated
and liberal market economies. Thus, we aimed for a non-representative sample of both
theoretical categorisations, allowing us to identify effective mechanisms from a variety
of environments. Subsequent, country-specific motivations follow:
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-

Chile & Mexico / Coordinated Market Economies: Both have (similar) strong
and historical trade associations, which benefit from preferential relationships
with relevant governmental agencies. While Mexico is the only Latin American
NAFTA member, supposing excellent organisation to face the US and Canada,
Chile has the highest number of trade deals in the World (disputed with
Mexico). Whether successful SE is correlated to the intensity of trade
negotiations remains to be determined;

-

United States / Liberal Market Economy: a highly fragmented and pluralist
interest group landscapes. The government has been active in institutionalising
relationships through law, with additional layers of formality passed throughout
the Obama Administration in 2015.

-

European Union / Mixed: The EU's supranational polity cannot be clearly
categorized into either a CME or an LME. It is of specific interest due to its
current relation with the United Kingdom and its recent focus on SE;

-

South Korea / Mixed: South Korea falls within both liberal and coordinated
market economies: while big conglomerates (‘chaebols’) have maintained close
ties with the Government since the expansion of export-oriented industrial
policy in 1960s. Existing industrial relations show characteristics of LMEs, with
fragmented employer organisations and relatively weak unions.
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4. Taking stock of the Status Quo: UK Institutional Framework, Procedures and
SE Performance
“Taking back control” of its trade policy will require the UK to determine new
prerogatives across the executive branch and parliament. Furthermore, the executive
will be required to strike a balance between delivering on political promises, and
keeping a free-trade rhetoric that enables British businesses to seek international
economic opportunities. This section seeks to best understand how the executive and
legislative branches work vis-à-vis trade strategy, and are expected to work in the
future. We gather the views of trade associations and stakeholders at large on their roles
and responsibilities – or lack thereof – in defining a new trade policy. Overall, the aim
is to provide a clear picture of the dynamics between the Government, Parliament and
the business landscape; where shortfalls lie; and how to best improve the status quo to
enable trustful and sustained relationships.
4.1. Understanding UK policymaking
4.1.1. Government
As it stands now, the executive branch (Government) holds most of the negotiations and
trade policy prerogatives through the Department for Exiting the European Union
(DExEU), the Department for International Trade (DIT) and the Department for
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS; figure C presents their roles and
relationships with one another). One can only note that statutes do not stipulate close
coordination among departments, while the DIT concentrates most trade competences
(Ilott et al., 2017).
In its 2017 “Single Departmental Plan”, the DIT commits to three ‘strategic points’
which are here of interest vis-à-vis SE:
•

Objectives 3 and 4 aim for market openness; building a trade framework with
new and existing partners which is free and fair; and using trade and investment
to underpin the Government’s agenda for a Global Britain. Specifically, the DIT
“encourage[s] support for free trade amongst UK businesses, stakeholders and
the wider public” (DIT, 2017);
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Figure C: DIT’s Relationships with Other Governmental Agencies (National Audit
Office, 2018)
•

There is an overall call to “coordinate important stakeholders’ relationship with
the UK Government”, through the Strategic Relationship Management (SRM)
programme that provides a single point of contact coordinating Her Majesty’s
Government’s support for firms to engage with Government;

•

The DIT explicitly mentions formal SE procedures, in relation with the 2016
Cabinet Office’s Consultation Guidelines. However, this seems to run counter to
a claim by the Ministry that “ministers retain their existing discretion not to
conduct formal consultation exercises under the terms of the Code” (HM
Government, 2008, p.5). In its 2018 “Trade White Paper”, the DIT proposes a
transparent and inclusive approach to developing the new trade policy. It plans
to engage with Parliament, devolved administrations, local government,
business, trade unions, civil society, and the public from every part of the UK. In
response to the Trade Select Committees first report, the department has
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promised formal and informal consultation mechanisms, but provides little
further detail (Trade Select Committee, 2017).
The drive for a post-Brexit open economy seems to be at the forefront of the DIT
strategy – focus remains on ensuring that businesses has access to foreign markets, and
can export freely. Nonetheless, the necessary reflection over the optimal strategy does
not seem to integrate business representatives on a systematic and non-discretionary
basis, while formal / institutional mechanisms do not seem to be the norm.
4.1.2. Devolved administrations
In the UK, the role of devolved administrations in England, Wales, Scotland and
Northern Ireland is of high significance in ensuring political legitimacy, even though the
Devolutions Act of 1998 left international trade as a matter reserved to Westminster
(Ilott et al., 2017). Trade deals could encompass a broad range of issues that may have
direct implications for devolved administrations. However, no clear policy regarding the
integration of such administrations in the drafting of a new trade strategy exists (Ilott et
al., 2017). In October 2017, the DIT laid out plans to create a “Board of Trade”
involving the devolved administrations and selected private sector representatives of
England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. The Board is scheduled to meet four
times every year across the country to ensure best representation of all the UK as a
whole (DIT, 2017). No appointments to the Board have been made.
4.1.3. Parliament
The UK Parliament holds the prerogative of treaty ratification, a vote must be taken to
approve signed treaties. However, statutes do not require further binding elements of
parliamentary scrutiny throughout trade negotiations. The UK Parliament (and/or
devolved legislatures) must be involved if trade policy implementation requires changes
in domestic law – but this does not give Parliament the power to approve, reject or
amend treaty amendments. Parliamentary involvement being limited to the final state of
the negotiating process indicates the relatively weak function of the UK Parliament in
trade negotiations (Ilott et al., 2017, p.26). Nonetheless, parliamentary scrutiny is far
from absent, if only through the consultation of trade associations, specific business
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demands, and various experts. In this realm, two key committees are of interest; the
International Trade Select Committee and the Trade Bill Committee.
4.1.4. The International Trade Select Committee
The International Trade Select Committee examines the DIT’s expenditures,
administrative decisions and policy proposals. The Committee is expected to organise
public hearings with experts on all fields related to international commerce. All hearing
reports and discussions are made entirely public (UK Parliament, 2018). The
involvement of the UK Parliament and the Select Committee appears to be rather
unstructured in its organisation in comparison to, for example, the EU, where regular
exchange of information between DG Trade and the European Parliament (EP) before,
during and after negotiations are required by statute. Further, the EP has the right to
state its position at any stage of the negotiations – arguably giving it the power to force
amendments. Further clarification and formalisation of the role of the UK Parliament,
and an agreement on its rights to be informed and voice its opinion throughout the
negotiation process may help to ensure ratification once agreements are fully
negotiated. This may likewise contribute to enhancing democratic legitimacy.
4.1.5. The Trade Bill Committee
The Trade Bill Committee oversees the debates around the DIT-introduced Trade Bill,
which ensures effective legal mechanisms for future trade agreements and grants
“power for the Government to implement any changes to domestic law which will be
necessary for the UK to meet obligations flowing from these agreements” (House of
Commons, 2017, p.3). Interestingly, the word ‘stakeholder’ does not appear once in the
explanatory notes, and stakeholder engagement mechanisms are not captured in the bill.
As for Parliamentary prerogatives, these seem to remain unchanged.
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Figure D: An Institutional Map of Stakeholder Engagement Mechanisms in the UK
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4.2. Understanding the UK business stakeholder landscape
4.2.1. Trade Associations
Trade associations, and their members, have the highest interests in actively influencing
the outcome of the UK’s new trade policy. Unlike executive and legislative branches,
trade associations are the voice from the ground, presenting to policy-makers what firms
experience and demand to facilitate their prospects both inside and outside of the UK.
Because they carry the needs and demands of businesses, one should only expect that
trade interest groups would be fully integrated in setting the new UK trade strategy. An
argument has already been made that this may not entirely be the case at present. This
section seeks to go one step further to make sense of several interviews conducted with
academics, civil society, practitioners and public officials. We aim to understand the
extent to which engagement mechanisms work today, their shortfalls, and possible
solutions. Only then can we capture the dynamic relationship that trade associations
have with executive and legislative branches, and draft relevant recommendations for
efficient SE mechanisms.
4.2.2. Motivations behind consultation of trade associations
There is a unanimous view across interviewees that trade associations act as
intermediaries between firms and the Government. Their role is essentially to “make the
voice of [firms] heard” (#18009), and reduce the lobbying participation costs of
individual firms, by delegating their voices and opinions to entities that centralise
information and demands. As one specialised trade association official stressed, such
groups “can support […] companies that really don’t have the time or expertise or
strength to get their opinions heard” (#18007). It is their role to make sense of
negotiated and enacted policies to firms; that is, trade associations “provide advice and
support for businesses” (#18002) with regards to administrative complexities and
changes in the law. It follows that trade associations are expected to have a large,
perhaps exhaustive, view of the demands and needs of ex- and importing firms, and find
a way to best present them to Government. Consultations in turn allow business groups
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and civil society at large to produce “evidence-based” information that can shape trade
policies and “positive outcomes for people” (#18013).
Business-Government dynamics are rooted in the view that government and trade
associations must trust one another, whereby “the Holy Grail for trade policy officials is
always the interactions” between on-the-ground specialists and policy-makers (#18007).
Talking in systematic and reiterative ways seems to be a condition sine qua non for
effective and relevant sharing of expertise – and the overall improvement of the quality
of policy. Such interactions are even more urgently needed, one academic argues, as
“the government [ends up being] very insulated, rather isolated” (#18004). The absence
of consultations is felt to create, or strengthen, a disconnection between government and
the UK economic landscape at large.
4.2.3. From informal to formal
One way to palliate existing deficiencies in engagement mechanisms is through greater
institutionalisation. Currently, consultations are based for the most part on ad hoc
meetings, which “do not provide clear transparency” (#18003), while representation is
skewed towards big businesses, which can afford participation costs and thus establish
sustained relationships. An academic concurs: “big companies will talk to politicians
and to senior civil servants and it’s all informal. And then you have formal
representation [which] is not particularly effective” (#18005).
In follows that a call for more formal and systematic procedures seems to be of
significant interest, allowing inclusive engagement. An academic specialising in the
impact of Brexit on the UK economy suggests to “go the ultimate route and say that
perhaps the government should form an expert body to provide the bulk of the views on
[potential] negotiating stance[s]” (#18002). A practitioner further suggests developing
“pro-formal mechanisms as a process of gathering intelligence and inform policymakers” (#18009), while a government official argues that engagement mechanisms go
“beyond two-way exchanges” (#18012), suggesting the involvement of stakeholders
throughout the policy cycle. This view is shared by an EU expert, who explains that
long-run engagement mechanisms are “of extreme importance” (#18001). These can
take the form of advisory groups, independent committees and roundtables, which are
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all believed to “put pressure on people” (#18004) and enable business-Government
discussions.
Many interviewees, however, do not call for an eradication of informal relationships. A
London-based trade association business manager supports formal mechanisms though
“there is a danger that it’s a kind of tick box exercise” (#18006) for Government
communication purposes. A regulator speaks in favour of formal processes conditional
on a clear government strategy “in terms of hearing views on particular topics” and
ensuring expertise (#18008). Formal mechanisms, though never refuted, are presented
as complements to informal, network-based discussions. Finding the right balance that
ensures access to discussions and maintain one-to-one negotiation opportunities must be
of concern to all parties involved.
Finally, the more extensive use of ICTs receives mixed views. Observers do not wish to
see ICTs deprive economic actors of “face-to-face dialogues” with public officials
(#18006) and thus should not be a substitute to other mechanisms such as roundtables.
Another high-level trade association official acknowledges that ICTs would not be
effective as they would depend greatly on “who you are talking to, and how they may
respond” (#18009). Issues of representative samples, skewed participation and physical
interactions would not be annulled by ICTs.
4.2.4. Transparency: enough or too little?
With consultations comes the yet-larger question of transparency mechanisms. In a
direct comment on the DIT, one interviewee argued that “the lack of transparency […]
means that it is unclear who the government is consulting during trade negotiations”
(#18013). A business representative from a UK trade association goes as far as saying
that existing transparency levels helps foster a belief that a “secret gang […] is running
the country” (#18006). An academic sees the current UK strategy as one where the
Government “ha[s] got to hide” (#18002) and refuses to talk about oncoming hurdles.
This strengthens the general perception of trade associations as undemocratic bodies,
“not-highly-regarded talk shops” (#18002) and “social networks” (#18004) for
businesses.
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Several practitioners agree that more can be done, especially in terms of access to
government reports. Indeed, white papers tend to be particularly “complex” and
“technical”, which business officials may find “long and difficult to read” (#18011).
Reports need to not just exist; they must also be “readable [:] 40-page documents are
not going to be read” (#18009).

Such reports include the publishing of impact

assessments “prior to initiating trade negotiations” as well as “ex post” (#18013) for a
full picture of true policy impacts. Moreover, transparency is not only of democratic
necessity, but it also provides critical information for businesses to anticipate
government expectations: “businesses [could] not prepare” without clear government
objectives (#18002). Only one practitioner gave a wary take on “full disclosure”, insofar
as there may be “a danger that people pick up on the wrong things” (#18006).
4.2.5. Role of the Parliament and devolved administrations
Effective engagement processes seem to be tightly linked to the prerogatives of the
Parliament – which, as discussed before, is perceived as rather weak. Several
interviewees see in “parliamentary scrutiny” a source of “democratic legitimacy” on top
of transparency measures (#18008). Select committees and public hearings allow the
government to “keep the business community involved at all levels of discussion and
negotiation to ensure that the best deal is sought” (#18010). While trade groups calls for
the creation of a “Parliamentary Scrutiny Committee” for all trade negotiations
(#18013), academics acknowledge that select committees are “actually a really good
invention” (#18004). Many interviewees draw examples from the European Parliament,
which “can vote down an agreement” (#18001), and its powerful Committee on
International Trade (INTA).
Not much is said of devolved administrations, be it as consultation facilitator or a
centralising agent for region-specific demands. One of interviewees suggests the
creation

of

a “Joint

Ministerial

Committee”

with

subnational

administrations, though this point is not taken up by any other interviewee.
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4.2.6. A new concept: “Institutional memory”
A word must be said on ‘institutional memory’, a term coined by one academic and
especially important in the context of the UK (#18005). Given that trade competences
shifted to the EU over 40 years ago, there seems to be a lack of institutional knowledge
in Government and businesses on how trade deals are negotiated – and how they were
indeed negotiated in the past. Granted that trade “sits across a number of different
departments” (#18003), cross-sectoral knowledge is key. Unfortunately, there is “a lack
of experience, of “corporate memory”, in DIT in reality, because most people have not
[drafted] trade policy [before]” (#18007). Considering this lack of experience, civil
society engagement should arguably be reinforced, as one practitioner puts it: “getting
the voice of business heard depends on how fertile the ground is: if policymakers have a
genuinely open mind and they want to hear some views, then it’s easier to influence”
(#18008).
4.3. Institutional framework conclusions
As the UK is expected to draft its post-Brexit trade policy, trade associations actively
call for SE mechanisms to be put in place. Not only are they an unrivalled source of
information, but it is of economic importance to best understand how exporting firms
behave, what their needs are and where their red lines fall. A trusting reiterative
relationship with businesses must be developed.
Latest governmental interactions with the business ecosystem seem to run against this
participatory approach. Existing mechanisms are not numerous, and most of them
remain informal. The ‘natural’ communication channel that the Parliament represents
seems underused. The Government, to the eyes of many, is isolated from the business
world. Roundtables, advisory boards or even town hall meetings, while already applied
in the context of the UK’s negotiations with the EU, are deemed non-representative and
ineffective by interviewees. This confirms what the existing literature on State-Society
relations suggests in Chapter 2: The UK depicts the classic characteristics of an LME,
providing ineffective levels of formal coordination. This results in a lack of
institutionalised dialogue, where resource-strong corporations and concentrated interests
are at an advantage to reach out to policy-makers through informal means. It follows
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that SE mechanisms are democratic and economic necessities. While transparency must
be improved for businesses to prepare and information to flow, more formal processes
are also suggested.
Moving on, one question remains: how do we translate ideas into functional working
tools? The following chapter runs a comparative analysis of SE processes across five
countries, examining common trends, differences, and considering it applicability to the
UK.
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5. Case Study Comparative Assessment
This chapter aims to understand successes and failures of SE mechanisms as they were
implemented in Chile, the EU, Mexico, South Korea and the US. They provide
compelling indications of initiatives that worked and failed, and ultimately the extent to
which they can be implemented in a UK setting.
5.1. Structure of Engagement
Understanding engagement mechanisms takes two forms: levels of formality and the
trade-off struck between flexibility (organisation details at the discretion of those in
charge) and rigidity.
Formality is described by the extent to which procedures are institutionalised, e.g.
governed by precisely-defined frameworks. These are expected to alleviate information
asymmetries between actors involved, foster broad-based communication, and ensure
representativeness of all relevant stakeholders throughout the entire policy cycle.
The flexibility – rigidity trade-off examines the ability for mechanisms to adapt to new
constraints over time. High levels of rigidity are characterised by overbearing statutory
details, which do not allow for mechanisms to adapt over time in response to changing
expectations and constraints. Excessive flexibility may jeopardize levels of engagement
themselves. Discretionary powers within statute-defined mechanisms may also prove to
be necessary to ensure efficiency.
5.1.1. Formal vs. informal mechanisms
Our comparative analysis illustrates the United States as an example of ‘hyperformalisation’, while Mexico and Chile present highly ad hoc and informal processes of
business representation.
The US SE landscape is structured through statutory provisions and formal guidelines.
Formal Advisory Committees, established in 1974 by Congress, are at the core of
engagement mechanisms, intending to ensure consideration of both private and public
interests, and to include expert knowledge. To date, 28 advisory committees cover topics
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such as agriculture, industry, and regional concerns. They are managed by the United
States Trade Representatives (USTR) office for Intergovernmental Affairs and
Engagement. Committees have formal Charters, outlining objectives, scope of activities,
often allowing them to establish subcommittees in order to add additional expertise
(USTR, 2018). The USTR maintains a close and coordinated working relationship with
Congress, providing, facilitating close and direct interaction throughout the policy cycle,
and provides for consultations opportunities for Congressional Committees (e.g. House
Committee on Ways and Means, Senate Committee on Finance). The Trade Priorities
Act 2015 and subsequent guidelines published by the USTR provide intricate details on
the formal engagement with the public, advisory committees, and Congress.
Access to consultation procedures in the US is primarily determined by the Executive
through highly discretionary means. The US Advisory Committee for Trade Policy and
Negotiations, according to its Charter, is composed of 45 members, including
representatives of non-federal governments, labour, industry, manufacturing, agriculture,
small business, service industries, retails, non-governmental environmental and
conservation organizations, and consumer interests. It advises on national trade
objectives, negotiations and policy recommendations (ACTPN Charter, 2014). Although
suggestive of a systematic approach to providing wide-reaching access to consultation,
discretionary duties on specific inclusion remains with the President. Engagement
mechanisms are restricted to individuals that have obtained security clearance (ITACT
Operations Manual, 2014).
The EU has established a wide range of SE mechanisms, three found particularly
relevant to analysis: (1) the informal Civil Society Dialogues (CSD), (2) the increasingly
formalised use of committees and (3) highly formalised procedures for online
consultations. The formality of these mechanisms used by the EU is primarily
determined throughout the 2015 Better Regulation Guidelines, outlining how and when
the European Commission and Directorates General (DGs) ought to engage with
stakeholders (European Commission, 2015a). CSDs allow for a broad range of
participants to express their views, granted if they meet three requirements: they must be
not-for-profit; based in the EU; and registered in the Transparency Register. While this
excludes businesses from directly engaging in dialogues, it allows for business
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associations to participate and hence represent their industries in an informal setting. 43
CSD meetings on trade with over 2000 participants were held in 2015 -2016, while 466
civil society organisations are registered (European Commission, 2017).
Following civil society pressure throughout TTIP and CETA negotiations, the EU
shifted towards the establishment of new formal mechanisms. Subsequently, DG Trade’s
Trade Advisory Group was established, composed of 20-30 members from
representative organisations with expertise in economic, social, ethical and/or
environmental aspects of trade policy. Members are selected with the intention of
balancing needs of expertise and transparency. Furthermore, specific Advisory Groups
are now established for specific trade negotiations: during TTIP, for instance, civil
society organizations were formally represented in the EU’s TTIP Advisory Group,
which was comprised of individuals representing trade unions (European Trade Union
Confederation, Industrial European Trade Union), consumer organizations (The
European Consumer Organisation), trade associations of various industries including the
Association of German Chambers of Commerce and Business Europe, environmental
groups (European Environmental Bureau), health organizations, as well as independent
experts (for further information see European Commission, 2015b).
Mexico’s Advisory Council of International Negotiations (ACIN) is a formal institution
composed of government, business and academia representatives. Members are
appointed for two years, and hold renewable seats. These are tasked with the provision
of advise and opinion on the government’s trade policy and negotiations. Access to
consultation in Mexico incorporates both a systematic approach to include private
sector, while facilitating wider stakeholder outreach through informal mechanisms as a
part of trade negotiations. This systematic approach is similar to previous example in the
US in its targeted approach to inclusion.
SE in Chile’s is characterised by informal mechanisms, where ‘policy networks’ have
emerged in absence of imposed frameworks. With the economic crisis of 1982-3 and a
growing need to change the economic paradigm of the country through higher trade and
exports, the Pinochet regime aimed to integrate businesses further into trade
negotiations. This led to a revival of trade associations, with a small number (CPC, but
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also the Chilean Manufacturers’ Society –SOFOFA – and the association of
Manufacture Exporters – ASEXMA) gaining trust from the government. The Ministry of
Foreign Affairs also developed its own specialised trade department the General
Directorate for International Economic Relations (DIRECON). Personal relationships
and the institutionalisation of a ‘policy network’ (Bull, 2008) developed between these
associations, along with ever-more specialised staff. Due to the dominance of informal
discussions, formal mechanisms are scarce, with the exception of the Bilateral Council
and the Business Advisory Mechanism, although there is no information on its formal
composition. Advisory Councils are created on an ad hoc basis for specific trade
negotiations “in which political leaders, both from the party in government and from the
opposition, former ambassadors […] businesses and academics [are] all invited because
of their knowledge and expertise […]” (Bianculli, 2017, p.114).
During trade negotiations, the existence of informal ‘attached rooms’, or ‘rooms-nextdoor’, in Chile and Mexico allow business representatives to accompany the government
in closed-door negotiations. Anecdotal evidence provided by Mexican business
representatives and government officials during recent renegotiations of NAFTA with
the US and Canada suggest the efficiency of this procedure (CNN, 2017). During trade
negotiations, Mexico’s Advisory Council on Trade Negotiations appoints a Coordinator
General to maintain constant communication with the government negotiators and act as
a mediator. Several members of the Council, selected by their peers, meet with Mexican
lead negotiators before and after negotiating rounds and during the breaks (ITC, 2009).
Mechanisms to consult stakeholders in trade negotiations are both formal and informal
in nature, determined by statute, guidelines, or on an ad hoc basis. However, there are
common trends as to what issues and mechanisms are considered most important. These
are: (1) the use of committees; (2) the special ‘room-next-door’ set up; and (3) wider
public engagement

through dialogues and consultations.

Determining which

stakeholders have access to negotiations, and at which policy stage, is at the core of
reflections on engagement mechanisms. While the US and the EU provide formal
solutions, Mexico and Chile rely most heavily on ad hoc processes established through
historically-tight relationships with Government.
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5.1.2. Flexibility vs. rigidity
Flexibility may ensure effective SE over time as it arms mechanisms with the ability to
adapt to changing economic and political constraints. US rigidity in this regard may
hinder effective adaptation, while flexibility in Chile and Mexico can be shaped to
ensure contextual effectiveness, but may come at the cost of comprehensive access to
consultations.
As previously alluded to, the US approach to SE is extensive and formal, holding its
statutory footing in the Trade Act 1974, with further expansion of its legal remit through
the 2015 Bipartisan Trade Priorities and Accountability Act. Section 4 and 5 of the latter
Act covers the requirements and duties of the USTR on the provision of information and
consultation opportunities on trade policy, and maintenance of a close working
relationship with Congress and Advisory Committees. This very rigid construction of
engagement mechanisms may result over time, if not statutorily amended, in an
ineffective, far too rigid system.
Mexico and South Korea grounded fundamental requirements for SE in law. The South
Korean “Act on the Conclusion Procedure and Implementation of Commercial Treaties”
states that the Minister of Trade, Industry and Energy “must hold a public hearing for
interested persons and relevant experts before formulating a plan for the conclusion of a
commercial treaty” (Article 7). This rather open-to-interpretation clause provides
margins for flexible mechanism uptake. In Mexico, the law on the approval of
International Treaties in Economic Matters dedicates a chapter to the inclusion of
business associations, civil society and unions, specifying requirements for public
hearings and report drafting. Though opinions and advice are not binding, and the
specific form of engagement is not legally mandated, the legal footing of overarching SE
requirements create an expectation of inclusion. As a former public Mexican official and
current member of the Advisory Council explains, “it is not binding by the government,
but when the private sector says something, it is the norm that it’s taken seriously”
(#18015).
The EU is to be considered a less rigid system than the US. Article 11 of the Treaty on
the European Union (TEU) broadly requires that the European Commission “shall carry
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out broad consultations with parties concerned to ensure that Union’s actions are
coherent and transparent.” Protocol n.2 on the application of the principles of
subsidiarity and proportionality annexed to the Treaty stipulates that “before proposing
legislative acts, the Commission shall consult widely”. Recent adaptations of how this is
carried out in practice are a result of public demand for more participation in trade
policy, which resulted in a commitment for increased formalisation. Focus on
guidelines, rather than statutes, gives the Commission leeway to adapt mechanisms
without legislative changes.

Figure E: Countries compared with regards to mechanism formality v. flexibility

Overall, considerable value can be inferred by the statutory requirements for SE in
providing certainty of engagement with stakeholders. However, the comparative
analysis illustrates the trade-off between statutory rigidity and flexibility to foster ad
hoc, informal and instantaneous dialogue with relevant actors. The exceptional formality
in the US, in combination with a limited consideration of feedback and barriers to
transparency/access may crowd-out stakeholders’ willingness and ability to engage.
Excessive formality may ultimately result in “consultation fatigue” (OECD, 2012). The
EU Commission, on the other hand, provides detailed, but easier to amend, non-statutory
guidelines and, despite the lack of judicial supervision, appears to be effective in
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including a broad range of stakeholders. Overall, its flexible nature ensures that
effectiveness is sustained through changes over time. Figure E illustrates the rough
combinations of formality and flexibility identified in cases.
5.2. Timing of engagement over the policy process
The literature review has indicated the importance of engagement throughout the policy
cycle, although practical adaptations are still relatively underdeveloped. This subsection
aims to make sense of engagement mechanisms from the beginning to the end of the
policy process – and the shortfalls that abound.
5.2.1. Ex-ante: before negotiations start
SE processes of ex-ante nature are vital to the success and legitimacy of pursued trade
agreements. It is crucial to ensure that stakeholder interests are reflected and considered
for the development of a negotiating position and strategy, before negotiations have
even started.
The EU’s Better Regulation Guidelines (2015) require a 12-week (84 days) public
consultation before negotiations start. An impact assessment is to be published before
consultations. Similarly, established through practice, consultations are required to be
held prior to 90 days before the first round of negotiations in Mexico.
The United States require the most formalized ex ante consultation mechanism, as the
Executive is obliged to seek advice from both Congress and the wider public.
Additionally, the Executive is required to provide notice, at least 90 calendar days
before initiating negotiations to Congress outlining the president’s intentions in
negotiations. The President must likewise consult with the Ways and Means Committee
of the House of Representative, as well as other committees deemed appropriate prior to
submission of this notice.
5.2.2. During negotiations
The highest level of engagement observed during negotiations is the ‘room-next-door’ in
Chile and Mexico. During negotiations, contributions from the stakeholders provide
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instant feedback on negotiation progress and assessment of considered compromises.
Members of the room-next-door must be part of the Advisory Council of Trade
Negotiations and are selected by this same body. Despite the formality of the advisory
council, the “room-next-door” mechanism is more informal: Non-Disclosure
Agreements are taken lightly and are not demanded by the government, though this
seems to vary depending on the incumbent. As a Mexican negotiator puts it: “in the past
you were forced to sign a confidentiality agreement, but in this six-year term… I have
not been asked to sign [any]. In any case, the commitment already exists and is implicit”
(#18015).
In the US, the Trade Priorities Act 2015 requires the USTR to provide timely briefings
and opportunities for input to all advisory committees. Furthermore, the USTR is
likewise to provide regular briefings to Congressional Advisors, although this remains
restricted to individuals with security clearance.
5.2.3. Ex post: evaluation
The evaluation of trade agreements following their implementation provides necessary
adaptations of positions for future trade negotiations and democratic accountability. Ex
post processes vary; stakeholders may trigger the evaluation process by engaging with
the Ombudsman or formal consultation processes by trade authorities may be
systematically conducted (OECD, 2017).
Ex post evaluations are used by the European Commission to assess if a specific
intervention was justified, whether or not it achieved its objectives; and how it can be
used to improve future trade agreements (European Commission, 2017). Within the
Better Regulation Guidelines on Evaluation (European Commission, 2015a) DG Trade
is tasked with a similar objective. Furthermore, a private evaluation contractor may be
used to conduct an in-depth quantitative and qualitative assessment of the economic,
social, environmental and human rights impact of policies.
Within-EU review is likewise conducted, with the Commission evaluating DG Trade´s
SE mechanisms most recently in 2014. This evaluation has provided several
recommendations and subsequent implementation for improvement of the CSD, e.g. the
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introduction of a permanent expert advisory group in 2017. The CSD and Trade
Advisory Groups provide forums to voice concerns beyond formal processes.
In Chile, the ‘Law Evaluation Department’ (LED) is grounded in national law and ex
post evaluations are conducted along a three-step methodology: i) technical analysis of
the law; ii) citizens’ perception, iii) preparation of a final report with relevant policy
recommendations. Furthermore, a database containing registries of civil society
organisation and experts that regularly participate in legislating, supervising, or
representing stakeholders has been built (OECD Regulatory Policy Outlook 2015). This
helps identify relevant stakeholders and experts to include in the evaluation process.
5.2.4. Comparison of engagement over the policy cycle
Overall, the selected case studies depict a wide use of ex ante and ex post evaluation and
engagement as well as innovative mechanisms during negotiations. Figure F illustrates
country differences in the involvement of stakeholders in that process; the question of
evaluation seems not to be one of conducting it or not, but mostly of specific approaches
to it and the role of stakeholders. We found that Chile and Mexico are very active during
negotiations. The EU is highly engaged both before and after negotiations, but lacks a
mechanism during negotiations. The US uses extensive consultations before
negotiations, but lacks effective ex post evaluation processes.

Figure F: Stakeholder engagement over the policy cycle
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5.2.5. Existence of feedback loops
Feedback loops (described in Chapter II) can play a key role in ensuring that the
exchanges between the stakeholders and government are not one-way, but a two-way
reiterative processes, facilitating the provision of information, legitimacy and building
relationships based on trust.
Much has already been said on Mexico and Chile’s ‘room-next-door’ mechanism to
facilitate informal relationships between Government and trade experts, depicting ways
in which contributions to negotiations may be shared in real-time. Other countries,
which focus more on ex ante and ex post consultations, have developed different ways to
approach feedback loops. The European Commission provides clear guidelines on how
to conduct analysis of consultation results and publish conclusions/feedback (European
Commission, 2015a), requiring DG’s to not only conduct formal consultations, but also
proactively analyse and summarise the data received and publish reports, thereby
providing feedback to stakeholders. However, there is a substantial time lag to this
provision of feedback. The ‘room-next-door’ mechanism on the other hand enables
instantaneous feedback, though a case of low overall transparency can be made as acess
remains relatively contained.
Frequently held sub-division meetings by South Korea’s ‘Forum on Trade & Industry’
establish a platform for exchange and feedback in a direct face-to-face manner.
Individual stakeholders can also use the official FTA website to voice opinions and are
provided with a direct response by government officials within a few days.
In conclusion, governments can ensure that stakeholders “feel heard” by providing
feedback on their negotiation inputs. A crucial element is the upgrade of communication
channels between the government and stakeholders from a mere two-way exchange of
information to provision of feedback, defined by Alemanno (2015) as creating a
partnership between the government and stakeholders.
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5.3. Openness of Government and Transparency
Transparency is vital to the effective provision of information to and from stakeholders,
and for the establishment of democratically legitimate trade negotiations. In this context,
openness of government and transparency is evaluated based on the production of
reports, the use of information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) and the
establishment of independent bodies intended to maintain transparency.
5.3.1. Production of evidence/reports by government agencies at different
stages of the policy cycle
The provision of information is deeply embedded in the definition of open government
by the OECD Regulatory Policy Recommendations (OECD, 2012). The production and
publication of evidence and reports throughout trade negotiations is deemed a key
component to open governance and transparency; establishing a continuous information
feed upon which effective SE can be built. The relative rigidity of the publication
requirements is of interest here, ranging from statutory requirements (the US, and South
Korea) to more informal but systematic approaches (Mexico, Chile, and the EU).
The USTR is required by statute to release timely information directly to the public and
through the media regarding trade policy developments (Trade Priorities Act, 2015).
Information is provided through various channels, including press releases, fact sheets,
blogs, newsletters, reports, social media, as well as the production of detailed annual
reports (USTR, 2015). However, the rigidity of the system and the relative focus on
protecting national interests is often a key barrier to the facilitation of transparency
throughout the entire policy cycle.
South Korean provisions on information publication likewise reflects the inherent tradeoff between maintaining national interests/negotiating positions and facilitating
transparency; statutory requirements do not require the disclosure of information, unless
formally requested (Article 4 of the Conclusion Procedure and Implementation of
Commercial Treaties Act). This provision gives the government the right to refuse the
disclosure of information when disclosure is likely to infringe national interests or to
impede commercial negotiations. However, as in the US, Article 6 of the Act does
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require information on a plan (objectives, issues, involved countries etc.) to be published
prior to the conclusion of a treaty, and Article 12 requires the swift publication of the
main terms on the agreement following its conclusions. Furthermore, the Ministry of
Trade, Industry and Energy is committed to publishing reports on ongoing negotiations
and/or signed FTAs (e.g. publication of a monthly magazine “FTA Together”).
A mix of statutory requirements and discretionary approaches governs information
provision in Chile and Mexico. The Law on the Approval of International Treaties in
Economic Matters in Mexico mandates the production of reports for the Senate. Article
5 of the law requires that, at the beginning of every legislature period, the Senate is
given information on trade matters, including reasons to negotiate a treaty, consequences
of non-engagement, advantages and disadvantages of potential agreements, and current
negotiation strategies. Following the delivery of these reports, a commission is created
to supervise negotiations of treaties throughout the policy process. In Chile, the
government trade agency (DIRECON) has not adopted a clear mandate on the
publication of reports and briefs at different stages of the policy cycle. However, Trade
associations have taken over this role by regularly publishing reports on the state of
Chilean trade negotiations, as well as information on lobbying work; e.g. SOFOFA’s
international monthly trade report and annual Chile Industrial Directory magazine.
Although not statutory in nature, the European Union provides detailed guidance on the
timing and nature of information publication. After each round of negotiations, a report
of approximately 60 pages is published. Regarding multiple consultation mechanisms,
such as the CSD – presentations on outcomes, speakers, participants and debriefings are
published and accessible online.
Analysis suggests that guidelines on the provision of information ensure the continuity,
consistency and timely delivery of information for stakeholders, providing an effective
basis for engaging stakeholders. Case analysis likewise indicates that there is a gap in
oversight on how the governments systematically evaluate the sensitivity of information.
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5.3.2. Use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs)
Increasing uptakes of ICT-based engagement mechanisms are evident across countries
(see, on this topic, Harder and Jordan, 2013). The use of websites to publish
information, invite participation, and provide feedback is the most common application
of ICTs. The Mexican Ministry of Economy administrates a wide range of websites to
provide continuous information on policy developments. Throughout current NAFTA
renegotiations, the Ministry updates a web page to foster open engagement, specifically
intended to gather inputs, provide insights on stakeholder concerns and priorities, and
foster public participation. The website provides a review of all existing documents,
proactively invites feedback and uses such information to create a negotiation strategy
database. Similarly, the direct engagement with citizens through the official FTA
webpage has been pursued in South Korea. This platform provides opportunities for
citizens to voice their opinions through Q&A pages or a direct request page (inviting
suggestions and questions), intended to provide answers within a few days.
The USTR’s guidelines on SE take a more comprehensive and innovative stance on the
use of ICTs; utilizing forms and platforms, both social media and more traditional webbased engagement (USTR Guidelines, 2015). The USTR has committed itself to
intensifying its use of social media: Twitter, YouTube, Facebook, Flickr and Vimeo are
all used extensively to provide continuous flows of information, including videos of
press conferences and hearings. The President’s Export Council (PEC), likewise
publishes videos of meetings on YouTube, as well as transcripts, agendas and
recommendations on its website (International Trade Administration, 2018). Much like
its international counterparts, the USTR has recently reaffirmed its commitment to
providing a content-rich website, inviting comments, questions and critiques (USTR
Guidelines, 2015).
To fundamentally embed the use of ICTs in their SE approach, Chile and the EU
developed guidelines and statutes to ensure effective use. In Chile, the 2009 Law 20.285
on Transparency in the Public Function and Access to Information requires all state
agencies to use ICTs, making a wide range of information, including budget, personnel,
internal organisation, procurement practices and law-making process available online
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(Herreros, 2010). The LED also includes the use of online questionnaires and chats to
gather information on citizens’ satisfaction with given laws. In the European Union, the
Better Regulation Guidelines for Stakeholder Consultations provide a detailed outline on
ICT elements for online consultations and stakeholder contributions ex ante and ex post.
By way of example, targeted business engagement is facilitated by the use of
questionnaires such as that pertaining to the EU-Chile agreement. The questionnaire
invites all EU businesses to comment on their practical trade-related experience to
facilitate and improve the negotiations between the EU and Chile (European
Commission, 2018).
Thus, analysis illustrates an overarching trend on the increasing uptake of ICTs to
provide accessible and continuous flows of information intended to enhance
transparency and public participation. The potential of ICTs to gather information,
opinions and feedback from stakeholders requires a more systematic and standardized
approach.
5.3.3. Independent bodies to ensure transparency
An impartial and independent third body ensuring transparency and addressing potential
concerns for stakeholders can enhance the effectiveness of engagement processes and
provide a point of contact throughout trade negotiations. In the US, the Trade Act
(section 141 (3)) 1974 requires the USTR to appoint an agency official to formally serve
as a Chief Transparency Officer. Responsibilities under this position were expanded by
an amendment under Section 4 (f) of the 2015 Act to include the consultation with
congress on transparency policy, coordinate transparency in trade negotiations, engage
and assist the public and advice the USTR on transparency policy. Crucial to this role is
the identification of new opportunities for further transparency, collaboration and public
engagement.
In a similar fashion, the European Ombudsman is an independent body that, holds the
EU administration accountable, investigating complaints about maladministration in EU
institutions. The Ombudsman may find maladministration if an institution fails to
respect fundamental rights, as well as breaches to the law or principles of good
administration (e.g. discrimination, abuse of power, failure to reply, refusal of
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information, unnecessary delays). The Ombudsman is elected by the European
Parliament in a secret ballot. Any citizen or resident of the EU, as well as EU civil
society groups, can lodge a complaint to the Ombudsman (European Parliament, n.d.).
Following 6,000 emails on alleged transparency concerns throughout recent TTIP
negotiations, the Ombudsman called for greater access to consolidated negotiating texts
in ongoing trade negotiations. This results in the release of additional information on
meeting agendas, records and opportunities for engagement throughout negotiations,
ultimately becoming common practice in the EU (Keating, 2015).
In Mexico, a National Institute for Transparency was recently granted constitutional
autonomy in 2014: its focus lies on the provision of information and protection on
personal data, rather than providing a direct point of responsive contact for addressing
on-going concerns regarding transparency and good governance.
5.4. Levels of parliamentary scrutiny
Chile, Mexico and South Korea seem to have weak parliaments with statutory powers
limited to FTA ratification. The intervention of MPs during negotiations is at best
discretionary, at worst non-existent. The Executive, and more specifically the President,
holds all the powers vis-à-vis foreign affairs and international trade negotiations, as per
the Constitution.
The case is less obvious in the US and the EU, where parliamentary scrutiny runs high.
Indeed, coordination between the US Executive and Congress was reinforced in 2015
with the Bipartisan Trade Priorities and Accountability Act, specifying in statutes a
reiterative exchange process between the USTR and both Houses, most notably the
House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance. The
USTR is also bound under law to provide detailed briefings regarding negotiating
objectives, the state of ongoing negotiations and possible conflicts between negotiated
clauses and the existing law to any Member of Congress filing a request.
A growth in statutory requirements can also be noted with the European Parliament (EP).
The EP has a final say over any negotiated trade deal by the European Commission, and
uses its position as only truly democratic EU body to gear negotiations and direct
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amendments. Following the Lisbon Treaty (2009) trade agreements require
Parliamentary approval before entering into force. MEPs also need to be regularly
updated on progress during negotiations. The parliament has the right to state its position
and issue resolutions at any stage of the negotiations –arguably giving it the power to
force amendments as the Commission must ensure its approval to the final document.
The main channel of influence on this specific matter in the EP is most certainly the
Committee on International Trade (INTA), working to ensure strong economic relations
with external actors such as third countries (on tariff matters) and the WTO. As a
measure of political disruption and force for democratic accountability, the EP has not
hesitated to use its veto power for the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA) of
2012.
South Korea rests in-between LMEs and CMEs. We find that statutory powers are that of
CMEs, with ratification right at the finalisation of negotiations. To reinforce executivelegislative relationships however, the legislature has the right to demand detailed reports
on ongoing and signed treaties, under the Conclusion Procedure and Implementation of
Commercial Treaties Act of 2017. In Mexico, the role of the Senate is that of a check
and balance to the executive. It has an important role in international treaties
negotiations as an instrument for stakeholders to pressure the Executive. This is mainly
through commissions inside the Senate that oversee dissemination of information to
stakeholders’ trough public hearings and debates in Congress.
Overall, parliamentary powers, so it seems, are strongest where business representation
is weakest; that is, most fragmented. Supranational institutions also require – if only to
establish an agreed-upon balance of power among Member States – statutory measures
with regards to the EP.
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6. Policy recommendations
Following in-depth analysis of the literature, the institutional environment in the UK
and a comparative cross-country analysis, six policy recommendations can now be
drafted. These aim to foster greater formalisation of SE in the UK context, primarily
through guidelines and (advisably) overarching statutory footing. Our six key
recommendations are:
6.1. Formal grounding of SE delegated to the DIT
We recommend the use of more formal mechanisms to facilitate systematic access of
relevant stakeholders to negotiations, in light of both EU and US practices. We strongly
recommend a statutory basis to ensure minimum engagement standards irrespective of
political circumstances. We further advice the use of guidelines rather than detailed
laws that allow for discretionary powers to best adapt SE mechanisms to the changing
needs of UK businesses. All in all, a statutory basis would create a layer of certainty of
SE in trade negotiations among the business community. Finally, we recommend the
implementation of formal mechanisms to fall under the prerogatives of the DIT due to
its concentrated competence over trade policy.
A certain degree of flexibility in the selection process is crucial to prevent capture by
special interest that are sufficiently organized (as pointed out in literature by Olson
1965), while fostering a degree of competition between interest groups that may
enhance the overall quality of information/insights provided (Ainsworth, 1993;
Berhagen et al., 2015).
6.2. Set-up of a formal and flexible committee structure: the “Trade Strategy
Advisory Board”
The purpose of committees is to include expertise from practitioners at all stages of
trade negotiations. The literature review and the frequent use of committees as a SE
practice illustrate the relevance of such mechanisms. Accordingly, we recommend
complementing the existing Board of Trade with a more technical expertise-driven
“Trade Strategy Advisory Board (TSAB)”. Meetings would be held on a regular basis
throughout the entire policy cycle, thus establishing a ‘knowledge platform’ (Hoekman,
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2015) for systematic integration of industry expertise. The TSAB should have the
following features:
•

Competence to create sub-committees mirroring the chapters of particular
negotiations. Through the addition of committee charters, as in the US system,
the TSAB is to be granted the discretionary powers to form sub-committees in
order to add a layer of expertise and/or breadth to engagement;

•

Competence to consult at all policy stages, including evaluation;

•

Transparent and systematic selection process based on expertise and
representativeness. Industry expertise, civil society representation and interest
groups shall have access, though membership should vary depending on
committee focus;

•

Non-Disclosure Agreements aim to overcome the weak institutional trust
between stakeholders and the government and allow access to classified
information;

•

Transparency guidelines to allow further engagement of non-members, allowing
a breadth of consultation.

6.3. Enhancing Civil Society Dialogues
The purpose of inclusive and open meetings is the collection of direct feedback from the
broader public and diffuse interests as well as explanation of trade policy and increase
in public support and legitimacy. Analysis of the EU illlustrated the effectiveness of
CSD to overcome issues of transparency and inclusion. Experience from TTIP
negotiations suggests the importance of involving Civil Society and the political
backlash following its exclusion. The implementation of CSDs in a UK setting could be
complementary to the DIT’s use of ad hoc roundtables and town hall meetings, in order
to foster organised and inclusive dialogue with a broad range of stakeholders. CSDs
would create an access point for any interested organisation, independent of its size. We
suggest the following:
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•

Openness to any interested not-for-profit organisation through easy registration
processes and potential support through travel funding (particularly relevant for
devolved regions), illustrated as common practice in the EU’s CSD;

•

Early advertisement and promotion of upcoming meetings;

•

Provision of meeting summaries and reports on how contributions were
integrated into the negotiations, preventing CSDs from becoming mere ‘tick-off’
exercises;

•

Complementary digital information open to the public with channels for
feedback and communication.

6.4. Structured use of online consultations
Online platforms can be used to systematically collect feedback from stakeholders on
potential impacts (ex ante) of planned agreements and on actual impacts (ex post) of
implemented agreements, ensuring access for all relevant stakeholders. We thus suggest
the following:
•

Guidelines shall cover target audiences, procedures, timing and evaluation of
online consultations. The provision of sufficient information to allow for
knowledge-based contributions is to be ensured;

•

Details on the scope of questionnaires shall be provided to stakeholders, with a
framework to effectively communicate comments and concerns;

•

Questionnaires, evaluations and feedback shall be centrally accessible for all
stakeholders through an online platform. A structured evaluation methodology
shall be developed to analyse collected feedback.

6.5. Creating a “room-next-door” mechanism in trade negotiations
Mexican and Chilean SE illustrate the potential effectiveness of “room-next-door”
mechanisms in establishing relationships of trust and instantaneous inclusion of
expertise during trade negotiations. The translation of such a mechanism into the UK
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context would establish live feedback loops between ‘high-level representatives of
major stakeholders’ and Government officials during negotiations: an approach already
introduced to the DIT (BCC DIT White Paper Response, 2018). The informal nature of
such dialogue, along with the direct involvement of stakeholders and thus the increased
legitimacy of negotiation outcomes, can help to avoid “consultation fatigue” (OECD,
2012). Reiterative revision of membership and selection procedures is advised to avoid
risks of interest group capture.
Suggested characteristics are as follows:
•

Members should be a small group of stakeholders that are part of the Trade
Strategy Advisory Board, fit to discuss negotiation items in-between negotiating
rounds;

•

We recommend the use of Non-disclosure Agreements to allow access to all
relevant information and to overcome a potential lack of trust between
Government and stakeholders;

•

Unlike Chile and Mexico, some form of transparency should however remain.
We suggest, as an example, the list of participants and summaries of
contributions to be made public.

6.6. Transparent negotiations through evidence-based reports and enforcement
Throughout our interview analysis we observed a clear demand from UK stakeholders
for higher levels of transparency. The extended use of ICTs would allow for broad
accessibility and would be in line with the UK government’s efforts for digital
government (“UK Digital Strategy”). Furthermore, a centralised database to access
information; the use of independent impact assessments; and the production of reports
have shown to be effective tools to provide stakeholders with information, making the
policy process “accessible, comprehensible and response” (OECD, 2009). Impact
assessments have been shown to be common practices in many of our case studies (US,
EU, South Korea). The EU and the USTR have further advanced their use of ICTs to
facilitate transparency and legitimacy among stakeholders.
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6.6.1. Database with evidence/reports by government agencies
The purpose of providing stakeholders with information at all stages of the policy cycle
is to enable them to gain a comprehensive picture of ongoing trade negotiations and
hence provide meaningful feedback through relevant mechanisms. We recommend the
UK Government or an independent body to provide:
•

Clear information on when and how stakeholders can get involved in the
discussion and provide feedback;

•

Complementary condensed information, i.e. briefings, explanatory videos,
podcasts and easily digestible infographics to prevent information overload
and ensure accessibility to all;

•

A database containing information on civil society organisations, experts,
interest groups (as found in Chile and in the EU’s Transparency register).

6.6.2. An independent body to ensure transparency
The purpose of an independent point of contact (such as the EU ombudsman and CTO
in the US) that receives and evaluates complaints regarding transparency and
engagement processes is to improve information flows, stakeholder satisfaction and
overall participation. We call for the implementation of such an entity for UK trade
matters. Accountability in front of the Parliament can only strengthen its independence
and democratic legitimacy. The Parliamentary and Health Services Ombudsman in the
UK could be used as a benchmark for the design of such a body.
6.6.3. Parliament-stakeholder’s relationship should be formalised
The EU, the US (and to certain extents South Korea) indicate that the Parliament ought
to act as a relevant and efficient information-sharing channel. There should be clear
guidelines on the interaction of DIT with the Parliament. Guidelines could cover
requirements on information provision, requests for individual briefings, negotiating
timelines, and both ex ante and ex post discussions. Public hearings of experts, e.g.
through the international trade select committee, consultations and public events in the
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constituencies create access points for both concentrated and diffuse interests and
stakeholders from devolved regions. We recommend the formulation of guidelines on
how these processes will be communicated to the DIT and other bodies involved in
trade policy.
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7. Conclusions
The outcome of the June 2016 ‘Brexit’ referendum has called on the British
Government to redefine its trade strategy. As international trade negotiation
prerogatives are shifted back to the national level, it is in the interest of the UK
Executive to include the views and demands of businesses in drafting oncoming trade
deals.
The purpose of this report is to investigate how the Government can best consult the
business community on trade matters. Consequentially, we seek to understand what SE
means in theory and practice. This includes an in-depth literature review and an
institutional analysis of SE procedures in the UK that makes sense of engagement
mechanisms as tools to strengthen State-Society relations. Such institutional analysis
includes interviews with professionals and practitioners that allows us to capture an
exhaustive picture of business-Government relations; what the shortfalls are; and what
solutions exist. Finally, we add to our general understanding of engagement
mechanisms through a comparative assessment of Chile, the EU, Mexico, South Korea
and the US. Building on these three chapters, we formulate six policy recommendations
that foster trustful relationships between all relevant trade actors. These include the
greater use of transparency measures, the development of more formal mechanisms, the
larger use of ICTs and a strengthening of parliamentary scrutiny. All in all, we make the
argument that the Government cannot afford to do without stakeholders’ views in order
to draft a coherent, relevant and all-encompassing trade strategy following ‘Brexit’.
Our research does not come without limitations. The use of only five countries in our
comparative assessment lacks representativeness: using more countries would have
ultimately given us a more comprehensive view of how engagement mechanisms are
run across the Globe, and where both overlaps and differences lie. Nonetheless, the
choice of Chile, the EU, Mexico, South Korea and the US give us a sense of the variety
of approaches that exist, and fairly closely follow the corporate / liberal market
economy theoretical categorisations that the literature review insists upon. We also
expect more research to be run on the role that non-business civil society groups ought
to play in negotiations. While they were not the main focus of our research, such groups
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also play an important role in the construction of trade policy – as indicated by
interviews that were run with a number of NGOs. In fact, the mechanisms we
recommend show a high overlap with how NGOs seek to be involved, indicating broad
support for their implementation.
We expect our recommendations to be a call for action for all relevant actors in
upcoming trade negotiations. Business communities as well as Government departments
must develop engagement mechanisms such that they become efficient platforms for the
sharing of information, interactive discussions, and do not become bureaucratic
constraints. In sum, they are a solution to a yet-larger problem of Government
accountability in policy-making: stakeholder engagement mechanisms can act as a
legitimacy guarantee not only to businesses, but to Government and civil society at
large.
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